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Abstract

This paper deals with the fabrication, microstructure and oxidation resistance of Ni-base alloys with CTE on the order of 12.5×10⁻⁶/oC. Alloys based on the composition Ni+(18-22wt%) Mo-12Cr-1Ti were readily rolled into 1 mm strip. Modifications to this base composition, such as increasing Cr or Ti content adversely affected the ability to form the alloy. The oxidation resistance at 750°C of several of these alloys was superior to a Fe-base alloy containing significantly more (22wt%) Cr.

Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are energy conversion devices that generate electricity and heat by electrochemically combining a gaseous fuel and an oxidizing gas via an ion-conducting ceramic electrolyte. SOFCs have two very practical advantages over the other fuel cell types. First, internal reforming of hydrocarbons is possible within the cell allowing for fuel flexibility. Second, they can operate using synthesis gas (3CO+1CO₂+6H₂) generated from coal gasification, as the anode is not sensitive to CO. A disadvantage of SOFCs is that they must operate at elevated temperatures where ionic ceramics are conductive. A single cell typically produces 0.5 to 0.9 V. To generate a reasonable voltage, these cells are stacked together and electrically connected in series to build up voltage and power delivery capability. Although several stack designs are being considered, the most common configuration is the planar or flat SOFC shown in Figure 1.

The interconnect, also called a bipolar separator plate in Figure 1, is a critical component [1,2], as it provides electrical connection between individual cells; and it serves as a gas separation barrier to prevent mixing of the fuel and air. Therefore, the interconnect must be chemically and physically compatible with the other SOFC components, be stable in the both oxidizing and reducing environments, and be electrically conductive. The oxide scale that forms on metallic alloys will affect the conductivity. Thus, Cr₂O₃ forming alloys are preferred for interconnects; since, Cr₂O₃ is an intrinsic semiconductor under SOFC operating conditions, whereas, Al₂O₃ and SiO₂ are both insulators [3]. For physical compatibility, the CTE of the interconnect must match that of the ceramic components (CTEs on the order of 12 x 10⁻⁶ C⁻¹).

Replacing the currently used ceramic LaCrO₃ interconnects with metallic interconnects can reduce materials costs by ~85% [1,2]. Ferritic stainless steels have CTE values in this range. Hence, there has been considerable effort on developing chromia-forming ferritic alloys for interconnects, culminating with Crofer 22APU (ThyssenKrupp VDM), Hitachi ZMG232 (Hitachi Metals) and E-Brite (Allegheny Ludlum). However, these alloys may not have adequate performance characteristics (oxidation and creep resistance) over the projected 40,000-hour life span for SOFC application. A preliminary study conducted at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) [4], demonstrated the superior oxidation and corrosion resistance of a nickel base superalloy (Haynes 230) compared to Crofer 22APU. However, most superalloys, including Haynes 230, have CTEs on the order of 15×10⁻⁶°C⁻¹, too high for the interconnect application. Thus, a low CTE nickel alloy is desirable.

Various studies on the CTE of Ni-alloys, revealed that Mn, Fe, Co and Cr increase, while Mo, W, C, Al, and Ti decrease the CTE of Ni [5-10]. Most of the studies on low CTE nickel alloys have focused on developing alloys with CTE’s compatible to ferritic and martensitic ferrous alloys used extensively in fossil fueled power plants. These investigations focused on developing alloys for use at temperatures below 700°C. The present research is aimed at establishing the suitability of low CTE superalloys for use in the SOFC temperature range of 700 to 800°C. This paper reports on the design, microstructure and oxidation resistance of several low CTE, (12.0 to 13.0×10⁻⁶°C from 23 to 800°C) alloys for potential SOFC applications.

Alloy Design

Table I lists the composition of the alloys produced for this study. The J series alloys were custom melted (see below), while the others were acquired from their respective commercial suppliers.
Alloy J1 is a duplicate of Mitsubishi alloy, LES700 developed in ref. 6. Alloys J3 and J5 are derivates of this composition modified for use as an SOFC interconnect. The rationale for the alloy modification scheme is as follows:

- Mn was added to impart the formation of an outer Cr-Mn spinel, to minimize Cr₂O₃ vaporization in the moist SOFC environment.
- The reactive element Y, was added to enhance scale adhesion.
- The Al content was reduced to 0.1% to minimize Al₂O₃ formation (Al₂O₃ has a high electrical resistivity, and its formation will lower the efficiency of the SOFC).
- Ti was increased to 3% in alloy 3 for strengthening purposes (via formation of Ni₃Ti). The composition of alloy 5, with 1 % Ti, was selected to study the influence of Ti on formability.
- Mo and W were added to lower the CTE mismatch.

The bracketed terms in this equation represent the concentration (in weight percent, wt%) of the specific alloying element.

**Experimental Procedures**

Vacuum induction melting was used to produce 5 kg (10 lb) ingots. High purity elemental materials were used as starting charges. Y was added just before casting through an arc melted Ti-Y master alloy. Each melt was cast into a graphite mold (65mm in diameter by 170 mm long) with a ceramic wash coat. The as-cast ingots were solution annealed at 1150 °C for 12 hours. The chemistries of the ingots were determined using X-ray florescence (XRF) except for Y content, which was determined by ICP (see Table I). The measured oxygen content of the ingots ranged from 0.002 to 0.03%, nitrogen from 0.002 to 0.02%, and carbon from 0.01 to 0.09%. After casting, the alloys were reduced to plate by hot working and cold rolling, with the ultimate aim of producing strip material for application. The cast ingots were bagged in a stainless steel foil pouch, preheated for more than 2 hours, upset forged ~15%, and forge flattened ~15%, and finally rolled at ~15% reduction per pass. Based on ingot chemistries and preliminary experiments with small arc melted buttons, Alloy J1 was hot worked at 1000°C, J5 was hot worked at 1070°C and the other ingots were hot worked at 1150-1170°C.

Linear variable differential transducer (LVDT) based dilatometer measurements were used to determine the thermal expansion of the alloys in accordance with ASTM standard E-228-85. Samples were 25.4x12.5x6.3 mm³ in size. Length changes were recorded every minute as the specimen was cycled between the temperatures 900 to 23°C at an average of 5°C/min. The CTE value was calculated as the secant CTE.

Oxidation coupons were machined from plate material to dimensions of 25.4x12.5x1.75 mm³. A 3.175 mm diameter hole was drilled into the upper portion of each sample to allow hanging on a quartz rack. Oxidation tests were conducted at 750 and 800°C. Prior to testing, the surfaces of the coupons were polished through a 600-grit finish. After ultrasonically cleaning in alcohol, the dimensions and weight of each coupon were measured and recorded. Samples were placed on a quartz rack, which was placed inside a pre-heated furnace. Dry air was flowing through the furnace during testing. Approximately every 24 hrs the samples were removed from the furnace, and 1 hour after removal the weight of the coupons was measured and recorded. The samples were then replaced into the furnace for the next cycle.

**Results and Discussion**

Alloy J1 and J5 proved to be readily workable and were reduced to approximately 2 mm plate by hot working. These plates were annealed followed by a water quench and cold rolled to 1.27 mm and 1.6 mm in 5 and 3 passes for J1 and J5, respectively. The strips were reconditioned and cold rolled to a final thickness of 0.1Y (0.02)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Nominal (Actual*) Composition (wt%)</th>
<th>CTE (10⁻⁶/°C)</th>
<th>Predicted** 23-700°C</th>
<th>Measured (range °C)</th>
<th>Predicted 23-700°C</th>
<th>Measured (range °C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J1</td>
<td>Bal</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J3</td>
<td>Bal</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J5</td>
<td>Bal</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J7</td>
<td>Bal</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JW9</td>
<td>Bal</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crofer</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haynes 230</td>
<td>Bal</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* determined by XRF, except Y which was determined by ICP; ** predicted using Eq .1 (from Yamamoto et. al., 2002).
0.9 and 1.1 mm inches for J1 and J5, respectively (Figure 2).

Alloy J3 proved more difficult work, as this alloy needed to be reconditioned several times during hot rolling to 5 mm. Severe edge cracks formed in the plate upon subsequent cold rolling to 4.4mm. The hardness of the plate increased significantly after one pass (the Rockwell hardness increased from about 23 HRC in the annealed condition to 39 HRC). Alloy J7 proved to be unworkable; in fact, this alloy was difficult to section with a conventional band saw.

Optical microstructures of the experimental alloys are shown in Figures 3 through 7. All of the alloys contain secondary phases. Alloy J1 is shown as-cast, and after solution annealing at 1150°C/12h/FC in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows J1 after this alloy was rolled to 1.27mm. The as-rolled and annealed structure of J1 is fairly uniform (although some banding of second phase was observed) and the grain size measured as ASTM 6.0. Alloy J3 contains a banded second phase which is shown in the heat tint etched microstructure in Figure 5. Alloy J5 is shown with a heat tint etch in Figure 6. This alloy has a wrought structure with a fairly high degree of twinning and also contains a uniform dispersion of a second phase (i.e., no banding). Alloy J7 did not appear dendritic in the as-cast condition, but rather cellular instead (Figure 7). The hardness of the high volume fraction second phase (>1500kg/mm²) clearly contributed to difficulty in working with this alloy. X-ray diffraction identified the this secondary phase as a (Cr<sub>3</sub>MoNi<sub>5</sub>) sigma-type phase. The microstructural evolution of alloy JW9 is found in Figure 8. The as-cast structure is indeed dendritic, however there is substantial evidence of second phase particles occurring interdendritically and along grain boundaries. Unlike Alloy J1, solution annealing proved unsuccessful in eliminating the second phase. In fact the slow cool down from the solution anneal produced an increase in second phase volume fraction. Isothermal treatments up to 1300°C were given to this alloy and none reduce the occurrence of this second phase below that of the as cast material. X-ray diffraction revealed that the second phase was a disordered BCC- phase, based on tungsten.

The predicted and measured CTE for the alloys are also listed in Table I. The results show that the CTE of several of the experimental alloys (J7 and JW9) are in a range suitable for the interconnect application. The results indicate that the CTE formulation (Eq. 1) derived by Yamamoto et al, [6] is reliable for predicting values from room to 700°C for alloys J1, J3 and J5. Not surprisingly, at 700°C Alloy 3 has a lower CTE than Alloy 5. Alloy 3 contains more Ti, and presumably more gamma prime, than Alloy 5. Morrow et al [9] concluded that increasing gamma prime volume fraction decreases CTE of nickel alloys. However, at 900°C, the opposite occurs, Alloy 5 has a lower CTE than Alloy 3. It appears that minimization of the gamma prime phase content
may be required to lower CTE values at elevated temperature. Microstructural studies are underway to correlate the high temperature CTE values with the microstructures of these alloys.

The formulation (Eq. 1), however, was not accurate in predicting the values for alloys J7 and JW9. This is most likely due to the secondary phases present in these alloys. Alloy J7 possessed a cellular structure comprised of sigma and FCC phases. Likewise, alloy JW9 contained a disordered BCC phase. The presence of discrete tungsten rich particles will further suppress the CTE of the alloy, as the CTE of tungsten is 4.6 x10^-6/°C [11]. Presumably, the CTE of Cr_{2}Mo_{2}Ni_{2} sigma phase present in alloy J7 has a lower CTE than the FCC Ni-base phase. It is likely that these alloys behave as a composite material, where the alloy CTE is volumetrically dependent on the CTE of the constituent phases. Therefore, Eq. 1 does not accurately predict the CTE of these alloys.

The results of the oxidation testing, clearly show the superior oxidation resistance of Haynes 230 compared to Crofer 22APU (Figure 9). At 750°C the ranking of the experimental alloys is as follows: (lowest mass gain) J1 < JW9 = J5 < J3 < J7 (highest mass gain). At 800°C, the ranking is as follows: (lowest mass gain) J1 < J5 < J7 < J3 (highest mass gain). After 700 hours at 750°C, the mass gain of alloy J1 was lower than Crofer 22APU. After 300 hours at 800°C alloy J1 had a lower mass gain than Crofer 22APU and alloy J5 had a similar mass gain as Crofer 22APU.

Table II lists the oxide species present (determined by X-ray diffraction) on the surface after testing at 800°C. Cr_{2}O_{3} and a (Mn,Cr,Ni)_{3}O_{4} spinel phase forms on the surface of all the Ni-base alloys; for SOFC applications these are the preferred oxide phases. The exception was alloy J1, which did not contain Mn, and therefore, no spinel-like phase formed. It is well documented in the literature that the formation of the spinel-like phase leads to increase weight gain during oxidation. Thus, it is not surprising that alloy J1 displays lower mass gain compared to similar alloys, such as J5, that contain Mn and form the spinel phase. The initial rapid increase in the mass gain of the experimental alloys may be explained by the formation of the other less protective oxides (such as NiO, TiO_{2} and NiMoO_{4}). These oxides form during the initial stages of exposure, and with increasing exposure times the Cr_{2}O_{3} scale grows to cover and protect the entire surface. The reason alloy J7 (the 22wt% Cr) displays poor oxidation resistance compared to the lower Cr alloys, can be explained by the formation of non-protective Ni_{3}MoO and NiMoO_{4} oxides. This is a consequence of the distributed sigma phase found in this alloy.

As mentioned above, once the more stable Cr_{2}O_{3} oxide covers the surface of the experimental alloys (J1, J5 and JW9), the rate of oxidation decreases. The mass gain versus time behavior of the nickel alloys appears to behave in a parabolic manner, where as for Crofer 22APU the mass gain steadily increases with time. Thus, initially the oxidation rate of the experimental alloys appears accelerated compared to Crofer 22APU. As time progresses, however, the oxidation rates of the experimental alloys decrease relative to Crofer 22APU. Figure 10 extrapolates the mass gain of the alloys over 40,000 hours. The extrapolation is based on the 3300 hour oxidation data shown in Figure 9a. Figure 10 indicates that even the Ni-base alloys with much lower Cr
contents will be more oxidation resistant than Crofer 22APU over this time range. The curve fits predict that the mass change for alloy J5 will be less than that of Crofer 22APU after an exposure time of about 5000 hrs. After 40,000 hrs, alloy J5 will be 1.25 times more oxidation resistant and alloy J1 will be 2 times more oxidation resistant than Crofer 22APU (based on the predicted specific mass gains).

Conclusion

The results show that nickel base alloys with CTE in a useful range for SOFC interconnect application can be produced. Oxidation tests in dry air showed that these alloys can have superior oxidation resistance to an Fe-base alloy developed specifically for an SOFC interconnect. However, a by-product of the chemical reaction within the cell is H2O. The presence of H2O has been found to be detrimental to the stability of the chrome oxides that form on the surface [12,13]. Thus, evaluating the environmental resistance of the alloys in moist air is a requirement for this application. Further, the interconnect experiences a dual environment, i.e., oxidizing on one side reducing on the other. Exposure to this dual environment has also been found to significantly degrade the environmental resistance of a variety of different alloys [14,15]. Work is continuing at the Albany Research Center to evaluate the performance of these experimental alloys in a simulated SOFC environment; as well as research to tailor the composition and microstructure of these alloys to produce materials with desirable performance characteristics for the SOFC applications.
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